Monthly Meeting

Time: Wednesday, July 17, 2019, 10:00am – 11:00am ET
Location: WebEx Meeting
Dial-in: 1-877-267-1577
Meeting ID: 996 471 003
Number of Attendees: 47

PACIO Project Website: www.PACIOproject.org
PACIO Project GitHub: https://github.com/paciowg/PACIO-Project

This meeting is being recorded. In all discussions, members should be aware that meetings are recorded and include representatives of companies that compete with one another in the marketplace. This working group is a public forum and therefore all information shared will be publicly available.

Meeting Notes

1) Subgroup Leadership Update (Dave Hill, MITRE) 10 minutes
   - Functional Status Use Case Subgroup
     • Group Lead: Dheeraj Mahajan, MD, MBA, MPH, FACP (dm@cimpar.com)
     • Clinical Lead: Matt Elrod, DPT (mattelrod@apta.org)
     • Technical Lead: Chris Pugliese (cpugliese@brighttree.com)
   - Cognitive Status Use Case Subgroup
     • Group Lead: Mary Anne Schultz, PhD, MBA, MSN, RN (MSchultz@csusb.edu)
     • Clinical Lead: Vacant
     • Technical Lead: Vacant
   - See “PACIO Monthly Call 20190717”

2) Marketing Updates (Hibah Qudsi, MITRE) 5 minutes
   - Project logo
   - GitHub Restructure
   - Web Update: www.PACIOproject.org

3) Collaborative Care Summit Debrief (Dave Hill, MITRE) 5 minutes
   - PACIO Project leadership presented on a panel
     • Presented overview of PAC, Landscape Analysis, DEL, and FHIR Development, including API for the DEL and the PACIO Project
   - WG Leadership hosted a networking event for PACIO Project members in attendance at the conference
• Tee Faircloth can help coordinate a PACIO Project get-together in Atlanta during the September Connectathon
  – The LTPAC HIT Collaborative launched in 2005 and has held a conference every year since then

4) HIMSS20 Interoperability Showcase Demo (Dave Hill, MITRE) 10 minutes
  – See “PACIO Monthly Call 20190717”
  – Opportunity for the PACIO Project to showcase progress around Functional Status & Cognitive Status use cases
  – Participants requested a timeline/list of connectathons and interoperability showcase conferences
    • The DEL Listserv lists upcoming conferences
    • PACIO Project Agendas also list upcoming conferences in the HIT/PAC space that can serve as convening opportunities

5) Subgroup Updates 20 minutes
  – Functional Status (Dave Hill, MITRE)
    • See “PACIO Monthly Call 20190717”
    • Continued work on data model
      1. Leveraging cross-setting functional data elements mapping spreadsheet developed by NIC
      2. Collaborating with NASL
    • Walked through sample implementation guide and reference implementation
    • Started subgroup leadership transition
  – Cognitive Status (Siama Rizvi, MITRE)
    • Subgroup currently exploring cognitive assessments, like BIMS, CAM, MOCA, SLUMS, Trailmaking Test to determine if FHIR APIs exist for any of them
      1. Working to prioritize cognitive assessments

6) Open Discussion 10 minutes
  – Participants expressed satisfaction in the frequency and content of the monthly meetings
  – As the subgroups begin exploring reference implementation opportunities at upcoming conferences, WG leadership is in search of vendors who would be interested in testing/validating the implementation guides

7) Next Meeting:
  – Wednesday, August 21, 2019, 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm

8) Upcoming Convening Opportunities:
  – August 21-22: ONC Interoperability Forum
• DEL/PACIO Session 8/21 @ 3 PM
  – September 14-20: HL7 33rd Annual Plenary & Working Group Meeting
  – October 13-15: NASL 30th Annual Meeting

9) Homework

10) Adjourn